
Which compound should you target against which 
indication? When similar compounds are battling  
in the marketplace, these decisions are not easy. 
Evidence-based prioritization – including competitive 
pipeline analysis, economic modeling, and  
epidemiological data – can map a path to market  
that maximizes potential profits.
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“ If either [company] had done an  
early-stage exercise in evidence-based 
prioritization, they would have seen that  
a competitor was working on the same 
disease on a different part of the  
treatment pathway.”

Getting a drug through regulatory approval is one thing. 
Getting it to market – profitably and successfully – is another.

There are significant hurdles that need to be overcome on 
the road to market and a tall one that comes early in the 
process is deciding what compound to target against what 
indication and how.

Investing in the wrong compound or addressing the wrong 
indication can have disastrous consequences. Sometimes 
a compound gets all the way though the regulatory 
approval process, only to find its way blocked by market 
factors that could have been foreseen many years and 
many dollars earlier. 

If not quite a crystal ball, evidence-based prioritization is  
a tool we frequently employ to help companies determine 
the right compound for the right indication. Often, we 
derive the risk/return profiles for a number of indications 
to enable a company to prioritize them and thereby better 
manage the risk of their investments. This risk/return 
exercise can provide information that may inform the 
company’s clinical trial design, as well as its regulatory 
and commercial strategies. And sometimes it can uncover 
unexpected routes to market even as it can help the company 
avoid roadblocks late in the development process.

While preparing for a reimbursement submission for a 
drug that had proved effective against an orphan disease, 
one company faced the hurdle of a competing drug in the 
market that targeted the same indication. The competitor’s 
drug had received regulatory approval, but its price was 
extremely high and no one was buying it.

Indeed, both drugs were very expensive and both 
companies were struggling to justify their price to payers. 

These two drugs, similar in many ways, operated on 
different parts of the treatment pathway. Given the etiology 
of the disease, if they were administered together chances 
were good that they would be more than twice as effective 
as either on its own. They would, of course, still be expensive, 
and the companies would still have to find ways to make 
the price more acceptable to payers. But with more than 
twice the efficacy, their argument would be a lot stronger.

The struggle both companies were experiencing was 
predictable and, as such, avoidable. If either had done an 
early-stage exercise in evidence-based prioritization, they 
would have seen that a competitor was working on the 
same disease on a different part of the treatment pathway. 

How CompanIes Can Go wronG

The two companies could have pooled their resources, run 
joint trials, and arrived at the reimbursement submission 
stage with a much stronger case for support.

Unfortunately, both companies were too far down their 
development path before they discovered the other. It was 
too late to consider collaborating, and both drugs stalled 
on their road to market.
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In another example, a large healthcare equipment company 
has developed a device that, for the first time, enables 
physicians to make a definitive diagnosis of a serious 
disease that heretofore could only be identified postmortem. 
But as there is not yet a cure for the disease, there is no 
clinical benefit to a diagnosis and the manufacturer has 
struggled to justify to payers the cost of the marker 
injections required for the device to do its job. 

At the same time, several drug companies have been trying 
to develop treatments for the disease. But without a means 
of diagnosing it in live patients, they have no way to judge 
the effectiveness of their therapies, and, in fact, no real 
way of being sure that their patients were properly 

diagnosed in the first place. Therefore, they also face 
substantial hurdles in having their products approved.

Here, as in the previous case, an evidence-based review 
could have identified which companies were developing 
therapies for the disease and might therefore have been 
interested in collaborating on the development of the 
diagnostic device. As the diagnosis had no value without  
a treatment, and the efficacy of treatment is difficult to 
assess without a definitive diagnosis, the two parties 
needed each other. 

Unfortunately, they didn’t know it. 

If the indication has either scientific or market-based 
problems that others have not yet solved, it may be 
reasonable to assume an unmet clinical need. Furthermore, 
given the difficulty of the problem, the company can presume 
that it is unlikely to run into competition from another 
company’s pipeline down the road. Of course, it will have to 
find a solution to the problem (as either of the companies 
in the examples above might have had they looked). If a 
solution to a clinical or market problem cannot be found  
at an early stage, a company might be advised to shelve 
that compound or indication work until it can be. 

Evidence-based prioritization is about conducting a 
structured, data-driven analysis of the whole development 
process, from beginning to end, at the beginning. It is about 
constructing a scenario for each compound/indication 
combination, not as a hypothetical exercise but as a way  
to develop a plan for going forward based on all the data 
available at that moment in time – and there is always a lot. 

tHe Case for evIdenCe-Based revIew

Given that wealth of information, it’s usually  
possible to estimate:

•	  The size of The poTenTial markeT 
based on acTual epidemiological daTa

•	  WhaT a companY is likelY To see 
emerge from The compeTiTors’ 
pipelines

•	  WhaT’s alreadY knoWn abouT a given 
compound’s or class of compounds’ 
safeTY and efficacY

•	  and more
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Early development investment decisions at pharmaceutical 
companies are often made by investment panels or strategic 
advisors who may not have the best information about the 
drugs they are assessing, or the regulatory and competitive 
hurdles they will have to clear to launch a product. 
Unfortunately, these decisions are all-too-frequently  
made on the basis of such overarching considerations as 
portfolio diversification rather than on the details that will 
determine a drug’s eventual success in the marketplace.

Drug development will always be challenging, but very 
often the information needed to forecast and prepare for 
those challenges is available before trials start. Data can 
be gathered and scenarios built for a range of indications. 
Potential solutions to the inevitable problems can be 
explored. Where the challenges are intractable, companies 
can make the no-go decision when it is easiest to make – 
early, before large investments must be written off.

Yes, getting a drug to market is hard. But it’s harder trying 
to do so wearing blindfolds. By being open-minded and 
evidence-driven in the early stages, developers can assess, 
meet, and overcome many hurdles before they become  
too high to leap.

And once a company decides to pursue an indication, the 
people in the trenches, who can see problems looming, 
often feel that the decision has been made several levels 
above them and carry on regardless. At the same time, the 
company, having already made a substantial investment, 
feels compelled to press on in the hope of realizing a return.

an Improved road to market

Best praCtICe

“ ...decisions are all-too-frequently made on the basis of 
such overarching considerations as portfolio diversification 
rather than on the details that will determine a drug’s 
eventual success in the marketplace.”
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